Who can participate?
Young professionals (individuals or teams of 2-3 persons) up to an age of 35 years.

What is the topic?
In line with the 2012 Rio+20 theme: ‘Green Economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication’, Delta Alliance is looking for innovative and creative solutions for the acute challenges that deltas around the world are facing:

- Counteracting the disruption of natural delta dynamics
- Mitigating water scarcity & flooding
- Preventing and managing pollution
- Provision of water for food & agriculture
- Climate-proofing of infrastructure
- Adaptation of institutions to achieve integrated delta governance

Proposed solutions should address two or more of these challenges in an integrated manner, contribute to the reconciliation of social, natural and economic functions, and demonstrate the added value of integrated (spatial) planning.

The Award:
Win travel and hotel costs to present your solution at the Rio+20 summit on June 21st, 2012 in Brazil (www.unsd2012.org/rio20/)! Receive tailor-made organisational and financial support to further develop your solution in cooperation with internationally renowned organisations in the Netherlands and the other Delta Alliance Wings! For more information go to www.delta-alliance.org/ypa

How to participate?
Prepare a poster and a paper with your innovative solution and upload both at: www.delta-alliance.org/uploadform

Deadline for submission: 31st of March 2012!